Image Sonification
Using Greyscale Pixel Values to Create Rhythm and Effect Patterns
Summarized from: http://earsketch.gatech.edu/category/learning/sonification
Mr. Michaud / www.nebomusic.net
Computers store all media as a collection of numerical values. In music, we store digital music as an
array (list) of amplitude values over time. If music is sampled at 44,100 times per second (44,100 HZ)
each second of music will have 44,100 points of data that represent the position of a speaker cone, or
air pressure. The collection of these data points over time gives us the sound wave.
In images, each point of the image is represented by three values, Red, Green, and Blue (called RGB
values). We can average these values together to create a ‘greyscale’ image (sometimes called black
and white).
Images have both width and depth. In computing, we store the location of each pixel in terms of rows
and columns. A row is a horizontal collection of pixels. A column is a vertical collection. One row of
greyscale pixels can be expressed as a one dimensional list:

A greyscale pixel ranges from 255 (All the way bright) to 0 (all the way dark).
A two dimensional picture would be organized by rows and then by columns. To store this we use a 2
Dimensional array:
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A 2 Dimensional list is a “list of lists” or a “List of rows and each row is a list of columns.” Here is a
visual:

In order to refer to a specific pixel’s value in a 2 Dimensional List – you have to call the list using both
indexes:
array_2D[row][column]

For example: “ array_2D[1][2] = 189” reads “row 1, column2 is equal to 189.”
What does this have to do with music?
Numbers drive all data in computing – and we can take the numerical values from one type of media
(images) and use these values to make musical decisions in another media (sound). We can use pixel
values to:
•
•
•
•

Create rhythm Patterns
Control Effect Values in Envelopes
Decide music clips
Or . . . Whatever else your imagination can connect.

In this tutorial we will write code for 4 exercises – practicing harvesting data from 2 Dimensional Picture
lists:
Exercise 1: Printing Values from a 2 Dimensional List (Pages 3 to 10)
Exercise 2: Using a for loop and conditional statements to create rhythm patterns from Image Values
(Pages 11 to 15)
Exercise 3: Controlling Effect data with Image Values (Pages 16 to 17)
Exercise 4: Using Image values to select music clips from a list. (Pages 17 to 22)
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Exercise 1: Converting an image with the EarSketch Image Tool and printing the pixel values using
nested for loops.
Process:
1. Go to the following URL copy the image URL.
a. http://nebomusic.net/patternArt.jpg
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2. Go to the EarSketch Image Converter: http://earsketch.gatech.edu/imageConversion/
a. Paste http://nebomusic.net/patternArt.jpg into the “Enter a URL:” box

b. In “Step 2” – Enter “4” for the number of Rows and “16” for the number of columns.
c. In “Step 3” – Select the “Yes” option and Click “Convert.”
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d. The next screen should show a two dimensional list named “myImage_2d” and a pixel
image of the list:

e. Note that while the image does not look like the original, it does conform to the 4 rows
and 16 columns. For music sonification purposes, limiting the number of rows and
columns provides ‘cells’ of musical ideas that will be easier for the ear to perceive. If
you entered a picture with higher parameters – you would see a clearer representation
of the original picture. Here is an example at 128 by 128 pixels:
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3. Copy the ‘myImage_2d’ data from the image Converter Page: (Highlight text and use
“Command – C” on an Apple Computer or ‘Control – C” on a Windows Computer.

4. Start Komodo 8 and create a new document. Save it as “lastname_sonification_exercise.py” in
your EarSketch Projects folder.
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5. Type the following Lines of Code to start a blank EarSketch project:

6. Next, add a comment on Line 7 and then paste in the Image Data Code you copied from the
EarSketch Image Converter. Use ‘Enter’ to arrange your data so it looks like this:
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***When pasting in Image Data Lists – use the enter key and tabs to organize you list so each row has its
own line. This will help you visualize and organize data when writing loops.***
7. Next we will write a function that will print each row of the Array. Type the following in lines 14
through 19:

8. We will test this now. Add the following lines of code from 22 to 30 to initialize REAPER, set a
tempo, call the above function, and finish():
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9. Save and Run this code with REAPER. (Remember – Actions->Run EarSketch Script). The result
should look like this: (No Music will run at this point – Only the console output)

10. Notice how there are four rows showing a list of values. These values represent the greyscale
values of the pixels from this image:

*** Note that Row 3 contains only the value 255. That is because the bottom row is all white pixels.***
11. While pulling the row value lists out will work, for music sonification, we will use each pixel
value. Thus, the next step will be to use a nested for loop to print the pixel values from each
column while we examine each row.
12. Modify your code between lines 14 and 19 to look like this:
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Examine lines 17 to 20. This is an example of a nested for loop or “a loop within a loop”. When iterating
through multi-dimensional lists – each dimension will need its own for loop.
13. Save and run your code. The result should look like this:

Scroll down this window – you will see each value from the pixels printed one at a time. In the next
lesson we will use this data to create beat strings and rhythm patterns.
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Exercise 2: Using Conditionals to create Beat Strings from 2 Dimensional List Data.
Process:
1. Start with the Code from Exercise 1:

2. Select 6 sounds; 2 High, 2 Mid, and 2 Low and create the variables as follows between lines 12
and 19. (You may use any sounds you wish – or copy the example)
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3. We will now create a new function: “createRhythmFromPic().” Add this code starting at line 31:

Note the parameters:
imageList -> The 2D List holding the pixel values
row -> select row from the image List (note this is a single For Loop)
music -> media for sound
track -> what track to put the beat on
measure -> what measure for beat
Note the “if else” statement: Lines 36 to 40 measure each value. If the value is greater than 128, a ‘0’ is
added to the beat string (play the sound). If the value is less than 128, a ‘-‘ is added to the string –
resulting in a rest. Thus, brighter sounds will play notes, dark sounds will result in a rest.
4. Modify the #Call Function Section to test this new function. You should see the following result
(A beat string):
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5. It is time to make some music! Modify the createRhythmFromPic() function to include the
following on line 42:

6. Save and run the code, you should see a rhythm pattern on track 1, measure 1.
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7. To play more than one track, add the following lines of code to read from the other rows in the
List: Save and Run in REAPER
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8. At this point, find some different images and sounds and experiment with the
“createRhythmFromPic()” function to create different beats. I tried the Atlanta Skyline Picture:

This is the resulting music:
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Exercise 3: Controlling Effect Data with Image Values
Process:
1. Start with the code form Exercise 2:

2. Add the following sounds (A drum and two melodic sounds) to lines 21, 22, and 23:

3. Create the following function “setRingRow()” (Lines 48 to 53)
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4. Add/Modify Following Lines of Code to insert Music and call function. (Lines 58 to 68). Save and
Run in REAPER.

5. On your own . . . Modify the function calls to try different image sources, music, or rows. Write
a for loop to have the effect work through a range of measures (instead of just one)
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Exercise 4: Using Image values to select Music Samples from a List
Exercises 2 and 3 used a single For Loop and worked with one Row from the Image 2D List. Exercise 4
features a nested for loop that will:
a. Evaluate Each pixel value in the list
b. Assign a Musical Clip to this value from a Music List.
c. Place these music clips on separate tracks – one track for each row in the list.
Process
1. Start with the Code from Exercise 3. The Image Data and music variables are shown here:

2. Create a List to hold the high, mid, and low sound values:
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3. Type the following function ‘beatFromPic()’ (Lines 28 to 41) .

4. Insert the following Line of code on line 7. Save and Run in REAPER.
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5. Your REAPER console should show 4 beat strings corresponding to each row in the image 2D list.
Music will not display because we have not called makeBeat().

6. Add the following makeBeat() call to line 42:
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7. Save and run in REAPER. The results should look like this:
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8. The sixteenth feel makes this example sound very busy. This business works as a fill or turn
around, so I added the following code to help the music sound more complete.

Use these tools and combine them with new effects, sounds, and images to create your own music
based on Picture Data.
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